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Abstract

In this paper we explore habit as a dynamic order. In doing this, we rest on a recent tendency in philosophical debates which see habit not only as a mechanical repetition designed to suffocate thoughts and dull our senses but also as the very disposition for new ways of being. Habits, these debates suggest, help create a sense of direction and tendency in a world subject to change. Not only do they organize change, they also enable it to take place. Understood in this way habits constitute a form of order in our everyday world that informs and shapes our individuality, our organizations and broader social relations. The talk explores habit as such a dynamic order along three trajectories

1) At a practical level, habit is a dynamic order because in its very repetition it creates a disposition to act, think and feel, which makes us both closed off from and open to novelty.
2) At an ontological level, habit is a dynamic order in so far as it constitutes our subjectivity, binding together individuals and their social-material environment.
3) At an epistemological level, habits provide their own forms of knowledge, a kind of bodily thinking cultivated at the level of feelings, impressions and unconscious thoughts.

This tripartite distinction will in turn allow us to discuss how habit requires new questions and methodologies of fundamental importance to the study of organizational phenomena such as organizational change, cultural management and identity management.
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